When the news of UBL's death was announced publicly to the world many across the United States responded with spontaneous celebrations and general rejoicing. Such celebrations took the form of large gatherings of people in the streets, the waving of flags, and the like. These celebrations occurred most prominently in New York City at "Ground Zero"-the former site of the World Trade Center's twin towers that were destroyed on 9/11-as well as in Washington D.C., another target of UBL's al-Qaeda attacks.
 Many objected to these mass celebrations and general rejoicing following the announcement of UBL's death. Some took such celebrations of a human being's death to be garish at best and downright morally despicable at worst.
 On this view, the celebrations represented nothing more than fulfilled blood lust for UBL's death and, as such, were morally repugnant. Indeed, several commentators made an explicit connection between the image of U.S. citizens rejoicing after the announcement of UBL's death to those images of citizens in some Middle Eastern nations rejoicing after the news of 9/11.  In analyzing this issue I do not mean to be overly prosaic, but to my mind this is fairly straightforward. The objectors are right that one should not celebrate the intentional killing and death of any human being, even a liable one. Again, in the proper understanding of killing a liable person, it is done only out of necessity to thwart unjust harm and is, thus, done with the sober-minded compelling of duty and regret.
 So celebrating any person's death qua death itself does not cohere with the proper moral justification for killing UBL as argued for in this book. Yet, despite this, one can certainly be relieved and, indeed, perhaps celebrate the new state of affairs that no more killing will be done by a particular liable culprit. Put simply: what one is celebrating in such cases matters
